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Matthew 26:14-16 reveals the identity of the man who
___________ the Lord. There were 3 ____________ Judas made
which altered the course of his life.
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1. He ___________ His God-Given Opportunities.
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A. He Had a Great _________. 26:14 The name Judas means
“Jehovah ___________.” Unfortunately, Judas never allowed the
_________ to lead him.
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B. He Had a Great ________. 26:14 Jesus called him to be a
__________. The other disciples thought so much of him that they
appointed him as their __________________.
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C. He Had a Great _____________. 26:20-21 Judas had the
privilege of __________ with Jesus. Judas heard Jesus preach but
never __________ from sin and trusted Jesus as Savior.
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Judas was guilty of the sin of ___________. After Judas
became aware of sin in his life, he just _____________ it. Before God
can forgive our sin, we must be willing to ____________ (Luke 13:3).
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3. He Waited to _________ Christ Until it was Too Late.
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Judas was never a genuine _____________ of Christ. Feeling
_________ for yourself is not the same thing as repentance.
Repentance refers to the act of turning from sin and trusting
completely in ____________ for salvation.
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Lord Eating Job Mistakes Turned Greed Repent
Jesus Treasurer Sorry Ignored Trust Sin Neglected
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